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Abstract—The emerging trend of memory disaggregation
where CPU and memory are physically separated from each
other and are connected via ultra-fast networking, e.g., over
RDMA, allows elastic and independent scaling of compute (CPU)
and main memory. This paper investigates how indexing can be
efficiently designed in the memory disaggregated architecture.
Although existing research has optimized the B-tree for this new
architecture, its performance is moderate. This paper focuses
on LSM-based indexing and proposes dLSM, the first highly
optimized LSM-tree for disaggregated memory. dLSM introduces
a suite of optimizations including reducing software overhead,
leveraging near-data computing, tuning for byte-addressability,
and an instantiation over RDMA as a case study with RDMA-
specific customizations to improve system performance. Ex-
periments illustrate that dLSM achieves 1.6× to 11.7× higher
write throughput than running the optimized B-tree and four
adaptations of existing LSM-tree indexes over disaggregated
memory. dLSM is written in C++ (with approximately 41,000
LOC), and is open-sourced.

I. INTRODUCTION

Memory disaggregation is an emerging trend in modern data
centers to allow independent and elastic scaling. Companies,
e.g., Microsoft, Alibaba, and IBM experiment with memory
disaggregation [1], [27], [51]. Unlike traditional data centers
that consist of a collection of traditional converged servers,
where compute (CPU) and memory are tightly coupled into
the same physical servers (Figure 1a), with memory dis-
aggregation, compute and memory are physically separated
and are connected via fast networking (Figure 1b). In the
new architecture, there are two distinct types of servers in
data centers to provide compute and memory: compute nodes
and memory nodes, respectively.1 Each compute node has
powerful computing capability, e.g., 100s of CPU cores but
limited local memory, e.g., a few GBs, while each memory
node has weak computing power, e.g., a few CPU cores, but
abundant memory, e.g., 100s of GBs [27], [72], [81]–[84].

This paper focuses on indexing techniques for disaggregated
memory, where the majority of data is stored in remote
memory while caching hot data in local memory. Prior work,
e.g., Sherman [71], studies how to optimize B-tree indexing
for memory disaggregation. However, the write performance
is moderate (as shown in Sec. XI). To improve performance,
this paper focuses on LSM-based (log-structured merge tree)
indexing [59] in the presence of memory disaggregation.

1With storage disaggregation, there are also dedicated storage nodes, but
this paper focuses mainly on memory disaggregation.
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Fig. 1: Traditional architecture vs. memory disaggregation

Why Disaggregated LSM-tree? (1) The LSM-tree fits
naturally into the two-level hierarchy of the disaggregated
memory setting with local memory and remote memory, where
the new updates are accumulated into local buffers and are
regularly flushed to the remote memory in the background.
This can move network accesses off the write path because
writes hit local buffers first. (2) The LSM-tree can achieve high
write performance by converting small random writes to large
sequential writes to best leverage network-bandwidth [57],
[71]. As in our experiments on RDMA Mellanox EDR
ConnectX-4 NIC, there is a 100× performance gap between
transferring the same amount of data in 64 byte units vs. 1MB
units based on the RDMA benchmark [7]. (3) Our experiments
(Sec. XI) show that the LSM-tree is feasible for disaggregated
memory and, as expected, it outperforms the optimized B-tree
on writes (i.e., Sherman [71]) in this new architecture.

Challenges. There are unique challenges in realizing an
optimized LSM-tree over disaggregated memory. (1) The ultra-
fast networking significantly narrows the performance gap
between local and remote memories. Thus, software overhead
that traditionally has not been a concern for slower devices,
e.g., SSDs or HDDs, has now become a performance bottle-
neck for modern hardware with high-performance networks.
Thus, it makes sense to minimize software overhead in this
new setting. (2) The memory node has CPU cores to perform
arbitrary computing that does not exist in other memory hier-
archies. This provides an opportunity to improve performance,
e.g., near-data processing. (3) In contrast to being block-
addressable as is the case in conventional storage devices,
remote memory is byte-addressable. Thus, index design needs
to be aware of byte-addressability. (4) Another challenge is the
effective use of the complex communication interfaces as they
become crucial in the case of memory disaggregation, e.g.,



RDMA is non-trivial as it involves many alternative primitive,
e.g., one- vs. two-sided RDMA (Sec. II-B). Realizing efficient
RDMA communication requires careful design.

The dLSM Approach. This paper presents dLSM, a
purpose-built LSM-based index for disaggregated memory.
dLSM investigates LSM-based indexing in this setting, and
introduces a number of optimizations to address the afore-
mentioned challenges. dLSM reduces the software overhead,
e.g., the synchronization and flushing overheads, to unlock
the full potential of fast networking. dLSM offloads LSM-
tree compaction to the remote memory node to reduce data
movement by exploiting the CPUs in memory nodes. dLSM
tunes the index layout to leverage byte-addressability in the
remote memory. dLSM optimizes communication including
customized RPC and asynchronous I/O.

The paper makes the following contributions:

• Index design over disaggreagted memory: We present
the design of dLSM, the first optimized LSM-based index
for disaggregated memory. dLSM is implemented in C++
(with approximately 41,000 LOC), and is available as
open-source at https://github.com/ruihong123/dLSM.

• Reducing software overhead: dLSM reduces the soft-
ware overhead, e.g., the synchronization overhead.

• Near-data computing for remote compaction: dLSM
applies the idea of near-data computing in the context
of the disaggregated memory architecture, and pushes
down the LSM-tree compaction to the remote memory
to significantly reduce data transfer.

• Customized optimizations for byte-addressability:
dLSM is tuned to deprecate the concept of block struc-
tures to leverage the byte-addressability in disaggregated
memory to improve performance.

• Customized optimizations for RDMA: We instanti-
ate dLSM over RDMA-enabled disaggregated memory.
dLSM applies RDMA-specific optimizations, e.g., asyn-
chronous I/O and customized RPC for high performance.

We instantiate dLSM over RDMA as a case study. However,
many of the ideas (e.g., reducing software overhead and cus-
tomized optimizations for byte-addressability) can be applied
to other technologies, e.g., CXL [4].

II. BACKGROUND

A. Resource Disaggregation

Resource disaggregation is an innovative technology in data
centers [8], [27], [28], [71], [80], [82], [84], in large part due to
the recent breakthroughs in fast networking technologies, e.g.,
RDMA [45], [50]. Traditionally, data centers are composed of
servers that physically contain predefined amounts of compute,
memory, and storage connected by high-speed buses on the
same server box. However, in a fully disaggregated data center,
resources are separated into “disaggregated” components con-
nected by a fast network fabric. This brings in many benefits,
e.g., higher resource utilization, better elasticity, and lower
cost [1], [27], [51], [81]–[84].

There are two popular types of resource disaggregation:
(1) Storage disaggregation that decouples compute from stor-
age; (2) Memory disaggregation that separates compute from
memory. Industrial-strength systems, e.g., Amazon AWS, Al-
ibaba Cloud, and Microsoft Azure, have deployed storage
disaggregation into production. They have reinvented database
systems, e.g., Aurora [68], PolarDB [26], and Socrates [14] to
explicitly optimize for disaggregated storage.

Recently, memory disaggregation has gained significant
attention in both industry and academia [1], [5], [27], [48],
[81], [82], [84]. In contrast to storage disaggregation, it is
more challenging to optimize DBMSs for memory disaggre-
gation because the performance issues become more severe for
memory disaggregation [48], [80]–[82]. Moreover, memory
disaggregation usually relies on a high-speed network fabric,
e.g., RDMA, while storage disaggregation can be built based
on conventional RPCs [68].

B. Interconnection for Disaggregated Memory

Ultra-fast networking technologies exist for interconnecting
compute and memory nodes. For example, Remote Direct
Memory Access (RDMA, for short) is a high-speed inter-
memory communication mechanism with low latency. It al-
lows direct access to memory in remote nodes [45]. RDMA
bypasses the host operating system when transferring data
to avoid extra data copy. RDMA is conducted over Infini-
band or lossless Ethernet. RDMA’s kernel-bypassing and low-
latency features make it applicable to high-performance data
centers [1], [5], [27], [84]. Another promising communication
technology is Compute Express Link (CXL) [4], which is
a high-speed interconnection between advanced CPU and
periperal devices, e.g., CXL-extended memory. CXL connec-
tion protocols guarantee cache coherence between CPU cache
and connected memory. Thus, the CPU can directly access the
remote CXL-based memory via load and store.

C. Log-structured Merge (LSM) Tree

The LSM-tree [59] is a widely used index in modern
data systems. It is optimized for write-intensive workloads by
trading random writes for sequential writes. It has a memory
component and multiple disk components. Writes are first
inserted into the memory component, and when it gets full,
it is flushed to disk to form a new disk component. The disk
components can be merged through a compaction phase to
form multiple layers. The LSM-tree is an immutable index
structure as all the disk components are immutable.

There are many implementations of the LSM-tree. Among
these, RocksDB [10] – improved version of LevelDB [6] –
is probably the most widely adopted implementation. We use
the RocksDB implementation to introduce LSM-tree concepts
and terminology. Inserts, updates, and deletes are all appended
entries into a write buffer. The entries are first written into
a write batch that are committed all at once. Then, the write
batches are assigned with sequence numbers to reflect the time
order of the entries. To guarantee durability, the write batch
is written to a write-ahead log (WAL). Then, the key-value

https://github.com/ruihong123/dLSM


pairs are inserted into an in-memory skip list [62], termed the
MemTable. When the size of the MemTable reaches a certain
threshold, it is switched to an immutable read-only table that
waits for a scheduled flushing task. Flushing serializes the
MemTable to files termed sorted string tables (SSTables, for
short) that contain data blocks, index blocks, and bloom filters.

The SSTables are organized into different levels. The newly
flushed SSTables are dumped into Level 0. Since the SSTables
in Level 0 are not sorted to improve write performance, there
is a limit (level0 stop writes trigger) for the total number of
SSTables in Level 0; exceeding the limit results in a write stall.
When the number of SSTables at one level reaches a preset
threshold, a compaction process is triggered to merge data
files into the next level. Compaction works as follows. The
target SSTables are picked from two consecutive levels. All
the SSTables within one level will be ordered, and they do not
have overlaps (except Level 0). Multiple background threads
handle flush and compaction tasks. When a task finishes, a
background thread modifies the LSM-tree metadata to record
this change in LSM-tree structure.

In order for a reader to fetch a key-value pair, a sequence
number is assigned for this reader to ensure that the proper
version is read, and any read-write conflicts are resolved
through snapshot isolation [10]. In order to have a consistent
view of the LSM-tree, the reader gets an immutable copy of
the LSM-tree metadata that corresponds to a snapshot. During
the read process, the reader thread traverses the MemTable
and immutable tables, and then traverses the SSTables from
Levels 0 to n. Whenever the reader finds the matched key-
value pair, it returns directly and skips the remaining tables.
It also leverages bloom filters to improve read performance
because if a key-value is not present in the bloom filter of a
SSTable then it is not necessary to check that SSTable.

III. OVERVIEW OF DLSM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2 gives the architecture of dLSM deployed on one
compute node and one memory node following prior LSM-
tree designs, e.g., as in RocksDB [10] and LevelDB [6] that
are designed for a single-node setting. This is appropriate to
describe dLSM’s design. Even in this configuration, there are
non-trivial and interesting challenges as mentioned in Sec. I.
We discuss in Sec. IX how to extend dLSM to multiple
compute and memory node configurations.

In the disaggregated memory setup that we study, a compute
node has strong computing resources and limited memory
capacity, while a memory node has limited computing power
and large memory size. This asymmetric architecture is ex-
ploited in dLSM so that the compute and memory nodes hold
different components of an LSM index. The compute node
keeps the MemTable and immutable tables while the memory
node stores the SSTables. Moreover, the compute node keeps
the LSM-tree metadata, index blocks, and bloom filters for the
SSTables to improve read performance.

Writes. dLSM supports concurrent writes and guarantees
snapshot isolation with minimal software overhead to best
unlock the potential of low-latency remote memory (Sec. IV).
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Fig. 2: Overall architecture of dLSM

The MemTable is implemented as a lock-free skip list. When
the MemTable is full, it is switched into an immutable
MemTable ready to be flushed. Multiple background threads
flush the immutable MemTable to remote memory using
asynchronous I/O. When flushing finishes, the background
thread modifies the LSM-tree metadata in a copy-on-write
manner to support snapshot isolation.

Compaction. To reduce data movement between the com-
pute and memory nodes, dLSM offloads the compaction pro-
cess to the memory node. This is termed near-data compaction
(Sec. V). Basically, the compute node decides which SSTables
to compact and sends relevant metadata information to the
memory node via an RPC. The memory node gets the input
SSTables’ metadata from the RPC to perform compaction. Af-
ter compaction completes, the compute node receive the reply
to modify the LSM-tree metadata accordingly. dLSM addresses
a number of challenges related to near-data compaction to
improve performance (Sec. V).

Reads. The reader traverses the MemTable, immutable
MemTable, and SSTables in the LSM-tree from the newest to
the oldest according to the LSM-tree metadata. With snapshot
isolation, a read refers to a proper version of the LSM-
tree metadata before searching the tables. A read does not
conflict with the background compaction or flushing processes.
To accelerate reads, dLSM uses bloom filters, and has a
new index layout to directly locate a single key-value pair
without fetching the whole block to take advantage of byte-
addressability in the remote memory (Sec. VI).

IV. MINIMIZING SOFTWARE OVERHEAD

We present an optimization to improve dLSM’s throughput
by minimizing software overhead. For relatively slow storage
devices (e.g., SSDs or HDDs), software overhead is negligible.
However, it can be a performance bottleneck for the ultra
fast networking, e.g. RDMA. Significant software overhead is
present in existing disk-based LSM-tree implementations [40].
This is due to maintaining concurrency control in the presence
of concurrent writes to the MemTable. Snapshot Isolation [21]
is a concurrency technique that provides consistent reads in the
presence of writes and background compaction.

To support efficient concurrent writes to the MemTable,
dLSM follows existing systems in using a lock-free skip list to
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Fig. 3: Concurrent in-memory writes in dLSM

minimize lock use. To support snapshot isolation, dLSM relies
on an atomic sequence number generator implemented by
fetch_and_add to assign a sequence number to each writer
without locking (Figure 3). However, correctly switching the
MemTable to be immutable when multiple writers detect that it
is full remains a challenge, especially if we want to minimize
the lock synchronization to avoid its overhead.

A straightforward solution is to use double-checked locking
to guarantee that only one writer switches the MemTable
successfully. With double-checked locking, the lock is not
acquired unless the writer finds that the current MemTable
exceeds its size limit. However, this is problematic because
a newer MemTable cannot be guaranteed to contain the most
updated version of a key. The reason is that assigning the se-
quence number and inserting the key-value pair to MemTable
are not collectively atomic. To illustrate, suppose there are
two writers w1 and w2 inserting two different values v1 and
v2, respectively, for the same key k, and assume that w1’s
sequence number is larger than w2’s (implying that v1 is the
newer version). Using the above approach, it is possible, for
w1 to insert v1 into the old MemTable while w2 inserts v2 into
the new MemTable. Then, it is problematic when a reader later
searches for k. The result will be v2 and not v1 because the
read process stops upon finding the first matched key.

The dLSM Approach. dLSM introduces a new approach to
make MemTable immutable. To avoid the problem mentioned
above, each MemTable in dLSM is assigned a predefined range
of sequence numbers at its creation, e.g. 4000 – 4999 in Fig-
ure 3. The new MemTable’s range is a consecutive range after
the current MemTable’s range. When writers insert the key-
value pair into the MemTable, they check the sequence number
against the sequence number range of the current MemTable
to decide if a MemTable switch is required. Figure 3 gives
an example where the sequence number range of the current
MemTable is 4000 – 5000. Four concurrent writers try to
insert key-value pairs into the MemTable. Writers of 4999,
5000 insert directly into the current MemTable as the sequence
number is within the range. The writers of 5001 and 5002
are outside the range of the current MemTable’s sequence
number range. Both try to switch the MemTable. Double-
checked locking guarantees that only one writer can switch
the MemTable. This solution predefines which MemTable each
key-value pair belongs to so that a key-value pair with a new
sequence number is guaranteed to be inserted into a new table.
If the sequence number range of a MemTable is sufficiently
large, then writers will rarely have their sequence numbers
outside the MemTable’s range, so the lock is rarely used. Thus,

synchronization overhead of in-memory writes is minimized.

V. NEAR-DATA COMPACTION

We investigate the use of near-data compaction to leverage
the compute capability of the remote memory node. It has the
potential to improve performance by reducing data movement.

Main Idea. Near-data computing [9], [22], [25], [43], [77]
moves execution closer to data to reduce data movement.
dLSM adopts this strategy by offloading the LSM-tree com-
paction process entirely to the remote memory node. The
compaction phase, if executed on the compute node, would
read many SSTables from the memory node, and then would
write back the merged SSTable to the memory node. This
would lead to significant data transfer over the network.
Moreover, the compaction process does not require much
compute power, which is perfect for the remote memory node.

Near-data computing has been around for decades in
several contexts, e.g., database machines [30], [31], object
databases [38], [69], active disks [47], [63], Smart SSDs [33],
[44], [60], [70], and storage disaggregation [9], [22], [25], [43].
We investigate its use in realizing an LSM-based index for
RDMA-enabled disaggregated memory. The novelty in dLSM
is in applying near-data computing to this new environment
and in handling all implementation challenges. dLSM differs
from other works on LSM-tree remote compaction for stor-
age disaggregation, e.g., Rockset [9], Nova-LSM [43], and
Hailstorm [22]. Rockset [9] offloads the compaction to the
compaction servers, but needs to fetch the SSTables over the
network as the data is stored separately in S3.

Challenges. It is non-trivial to efficiently offload com-
paction to the remote memory. In dLSM, we address the
following questions: (1) How to place LSM-tree’s metadata to
ensure efficient near-data compaction while facilitating query
processing? (Sec. V-A), and (2) How to perform garbage
collection in the context of near-data compaction? (Sec. V-B)

A. Placing LSM-tree Metadata

An important issue for near-data compaction is to decide
where to store the LSM-tree metadata. Metadata is critical to
LSM reads, writes, and compaction as it maintains SSTable,
e.g., the position and structures of the table contents in remote
memory. We can place this metadata in remote memory to
easily perform the compaction task and efficiently access the
metadata for compaction. However, this significantly hurts
query performance as readers need to access the metadata from
remote memory (e.g., using RDMA read) to find the SSTables.
Thus, query latency will be high.

Instead, dLSM maintains the LSM-tree metadata in the
compute node.2 The compute node decides which SSTables
to compact and triggers near-data compaction through a cus-
tomized RPC (Sec. X-D). When the memory node receives
the RPC, it compacts these SSTables. dLSM applies the
compaction strategy as in Sec. II-C. To reduce write-stalls

2Note that it is possible to store a copy of LSM-tree metadata in the memory
node but the key point is that the compute node initiates and controls the
timing of compaction and the memory node performs the task.



from Level 0, it uses multiple background compaction threads
to divide a large compaction task into multiple parallel sub-
compaction tasks. When compaction finishes, the memory
node sends an acknowledgement to the compute node. Then,
the compute node issues another RPC to copy the metadata of
the compacted SSTables to the desired working space.

We include implementation optimizations in dLSM to avoid
network round trips and memory copy by allowing the memory
node to allocate memory locally. In particular, memory in the
memory node is divided into two disjoint memory regions
where one region is controlled (and allocated) by the compute
node for regular MemTable flushing while the other memory
region is controlled by the memory node itself for near-data
compaction. Then, the memory node can perform compaction
in its private memory space. After compaction finishes, the
memory node sends the metadata of the new SSTables to the
compute node in an RPC reply. The compute node modifies
the LSM-tree metadata according to the reply and makes the
new SSTables visible to readers. From our experiments, on
average, the SSTable metadata is modified every 0.02s. Thus,
metadata updates are synchronized by a mutex lock.

B. Garbage Collection

It is challenging to perform garbage collection for near-data
compaction. The following issues need to be addressed:

• How to garbage collect SSTables efficiently and correctly
when both compute and memory nodes are involved in
remote memory allocation (due to near-data compaction)?

• When to garbage collect the SSTables?
To address the first challenge, dLSM allows the compute and

memory nodes to garbage collect memory allocated by each
side. Memory allocated for near-data compaction is recycled
by the memory node, and memory allocated for flushing is
recycled by the compute node. In dLSM, the SSTable metadata
contains the node ID denoting its origin. During garbage
collection, a compute node’s garbage collector identifies from
the node ID where the table is originally created. If it is local,
the garbage collector recycles its remote memory by the local
allocator. Else, an RPC (See Section X-D) is triggered to re-
cycle the tables’ memory remotely. To reduce communication,
multiple garbage collection tasks are grouped locally first and
are sent in batch to the remote memory.

To address the second challenge, during reads, a dLSM’s
reader pins a snapshot of LSM-tree metadata before searching
the SSTables. The LSM-tree metadata snapshot further pins
all the SSTables that it contains. When a MemTable flush
or SSTable compaction finishes, the LSM-tree metadata is
modified in a copy-on-write manner to create multiple LSM-
tree metadata snapshots. When reading finishes, a reader
unpins the LSM-tree metadata snapshot and unpins relevant
SSTables that are garbage collected automatically.

VI. OPTIMIZING FOR BYTE-ADDRESSABILITY

We study how SSTables can be optimized for byte-
addressability. LSM-based indexes, e.g., RocksDB, use block-
based SSTables as the table format because they are opti-
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Fig. 4: Byte-addressable SSTable layout in dLSM

mized for block-based disk storage, e.g., HDDs and SSDs.
However, for memory disaggregation, remote memory is byte-
addressable. Existing designs become sub-optimal as fetching
a single key-value pair still requires accessing a whole block
causing read amplification. Although there are other data
formats for SSTables, e.g., Cuckoo Hashing table format [16]
or PlainTable [34], they fall short, e.g., Cuckoo Hashing does
not support range query efficiently; PlainTable relies on mmap
that cannot be efficiently applied to remote memory settings.

Next, we introduce a new SSTable design optimized for
disaggregated memory to leverage byte-addressability.

Data layout. dLSM drops the notion of “blocks” to directly
access a single key-value pair (Figure 4). This improves read
performance by reducing read amplification as we can directly
fetch a single key-value pair without fetching the whole block.
Also, the design can improve write performance by eliminating
extra memory copy as we do not need to wrap the key-
value pairs into blocks anymore. Thus, building an SSTable is
accelerated as the key-value pairs are directly serialized to the
target buffer without waiting to form a block. To support range
query efficiently, key-value pairs for an SSTable are sorted and
stored in a continuous memory region.

Index layout. To make good use of byte-addressability, the
index needs to quickly address every key-value pair. Note that
the index mentioned in Section VI indexes the blocks inside
the SSTables. Key-value pairs are variable-length. Thus, an
index entry contains the key, offset, and length. dLSM uses
binary search to answer point and range queries. To avoid
network round trips during query processing, the compute
node caches the index. Index size is expected to fit in a
compute node’s local memory as it only stores keys (not
values). If a compute node has limited memory, dLSM stores
the hot SSTables in the LSM-tree top levels into local memory.

Supporting point and range queries. Refer to Figure 4.
For a point query, the compute node uses a bloom filter to
check if the target key is located in this table, and if so, the
reader uses the index to locate the address of the target key-
value pair. Then, the reader issues an network read to fetch the
single key-value pair from remote memory. For range queries,
fetching every key-value pair one at a time has significant
performance penalty as every key-value pair requires a random
I/O. Instead, dLSM prefetches large chunks of key-value pairs
by sequential I/O. Specifically, when handling a range query,



the compute node creates an iterator with sub-iterators across
all the levels. The sub-iterators locate the first keys in the range
by SSTable’s index. Then, the sub-iterators prefetch the data
chunks in the SSTable. The outer iterator scans the next key-
value pairs of all sub-iterators until it reaches end of range.

VII. OPTIMIZING FOR MIXED R/W WORKLOADS

We observe that, dLSM achieves moderate performance on
the mixed workloads with reads and writes when compared to
the performance of the 100% read or 100% write workloads.
The root cause is that the background compaction in Level
0 cannot catch up with the ultra-fast write performance to
MemTables, so that the SSTables in Level 0 are accumulated
quickly. Thus, a read scans many SSTables in Level 0 to search
a key as these SSTables have overlapping ranges. Directly
limiting the number of SSTables in Level 0 does not work
well because this affects the write performance.

To address this challenge, we follow Nova-LSM’s ap-
proach [43] to divide the entire key range into λ (λ ≥ 1) shards
based on the range information and build a separate LSM-tree
per shard. This adds more parallelism to Level 0’s compaction
and also reduces the number of SSTables that a reader needs
to traverse. We evaluate the impact of λ in Figure 10.

VIII. PERSISTENCE

dLSM is an LSM index targeted for use in main-memory
databases (e.g., VoltDB [11]) with memory disaggregation.
Thus, we do not provide persistence in the index part (fol-
lowing the prior index works including Sherman [71], an
optimized B-tree index for disaggregated memory, and other
indexing works, e.g., [32], [75], [85], [86]) because data
persistence is achieved at the database layer. The index is re-
built either from scratch (e.g., Hekaton [32]) or from the last
checkpoint (e.g., VoltDB [11]). To illustrate, many modern
main-memory databases, e.g., VoltDB [11], BatchDB [55],
and PACMAN [74], do not use traditional redo/undo logging
for persistence in order to achieve fast performance. Instead,
they use an alternative technique termed command log [56]
that logs the high-level operations, e.g., SQL and stored
procedures, in contrast to logging the physical updates into
the index. The index is periodically flushed to disk. If the
system crashes, the logged operations are re-executed from
the last transactional consistent checkpoint. Thus, as long as
the index provides a transactional consistent checkpoint, the
overall database system can be recovered by the command log.
dLSM offers this LSM-based index that natively provides a
transactional consistent checkpoint through snapshot isolation.

IX. MULTI-COMPUTE AND MULTI-MEMORY NODES

To serve massive amounts of data and improve scalability,
dLSM can be distributed and deployed across multiple com-
pute and memory nodes. dLSM’s scale out consists of two
parts: Scaling out for compute nodes and memory nodes. For
compute nodes, the key question is how to guarantee cache
coherence across multiple compute nodes. Existing solutions
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Fig. 5: Supporting multi-compute and multi-memory nodes

include single-writer-multiple-readers [27], [68], software-
level cache coherence protocol [61], [72] or range sharding
across the compute node [43]. The first solution cannot ensure
strong data consistency as other readers cannot see the updates
buffered in the MemTables immediately. The second solution
can bring in huge overhead for the cache coherence protocol.
In dLSM, we follow the sharding solution, which is popular
in existing LSM-based systems [2], [3], [9], [13], [42], [66].

To scale out memory nodes, a key question is how to
distribute data among memory nodes. A finer granularity (by
uniformly distributing the data chunks for every SSTable)
benefits load balancing, but it forces near-data compaction to
have network I/O. To benefit from near-data compaction, we
distribute the data in the granularity of small shards so that all
the data in the same range are stored in the same node.

Specifically, let c, m, and λ be the number of compute
nodes, memory nodes, and shards within a compute node,
respectively. From Figure 5, dLSM assigns the c · λ shards
evenly among the m memory nodes in round-robin fashion
to achieve best load balancing. For each shard, dLSM builds
an individual LSM-tree that is stored in a single memory
node with MemTables being cached in a single compute node.
The advantage of this design is that there is no synchroniza-
tion overhead for single-shard key-value accesses but at the
expense of distributed transactions for cross-shard accesses.
Sec. XI-C8 evaluates this multi-node design for dLSM.

X. INSTANTIATING DLSM OVER RDMA

RDMA-enabled disaggregated memory is well-studied [37],
[71], [79], [86]. Thus, we use it to instantiate and test dLSM.

A. dLSM Codebase

dLSM is coded from scratch but it reuses certain data
structures (e.g., concurrent skip list, bloom filters, immutable
MemTables) from LevelDB and RocksDB to avoid reinventing
the wheel. The codebase is open-source that contains approx-
imately 41,000 lines of C++ code (with around 4,500 lines of
code from RocksDB and 10,500 lines of code from LevelDB).

B. RDMA Manager

How to efficiently utilize ibverbs plays an important role
in designing the LSM index over disaggregated memory. In
dLSM, the RDMA manager is the intermediate implementation
connecting dLSM’s codebase to ibverbs. All the resources for
dLSM’s RDMA, e.g., the queue pair, the completion queue, the
protect domain, and registered memory are managed by the



RDMA manager. The RDMA manager translates read/write
operations and RPCs into RDMA primitives. It provides the
interfaces for registering the memory, connecting a queue pair,
and invoking RDMA primitives (e.g., RDMA read, RDMA
write, RDMA send, RDMA receive, and RDMA atomic). Both
the compute and memory nodes build up their functions based
on the RDMA manager.

For each RDMA operation, both the source and desti-
nation memory buffers are registered into the NIC through
ibv reg mr. The registration pins the memory to prevent it
from being swapped. Performing frequent RDMA registrations
by small blocks can introduce non-negligible overhead. Thus,
dLSM pre-registers large memory regions for both remote and
local memories, and then reallocates memory in the user space.

To support highly concurrent accesses, a unique challenge in
RDMA programming lies in how to organize multiple queue
pairs in the system. Since a single queue pair can have at
most one completion queue, all the threads accessing the same
queue pair will have their completion notifications mixed up.
In dLSM, every thread creates a thread-local queue pair and
registered buffer in the RDMA manager to perform one-sided
RDMA. Thus, threads do not collide with each other when
polling the completion from the same completion queue, and
no synchronization over the buffer is needed to transfer the
data. dLSM’s RDMA manager is generic, and can be used by
other memory disaggregated systems.

C. Asynchrounous IO for MemTable Flushing

Local memory in compute nodes is limited. Thus, MemTa-
bles are flushed periodically to remote memory. When flushing
cannot catch up with in-memory writes, the writers slow down
their write rate or wait til the background flush completes.
Thus, improving MemTable flush speed is essential.

Main Idea.
The RDMA primitives allow us to issue RDMA work

request and check the work request’s completion separately.
We redesign the MemTable flushing process to take advantage
of this asynchronous feature. In dLSM, background workers do
not wait for I/O completion and continue to serialize the data
over new buffers instead.

Challenges. Utilizing asynchronous I/O does not simply
replace the I/O interface. One issue is how to seamlessly
integrate asynchronous I/O into the flushing process. Another
issue is buffer recycling. When the data in a buffer is success-
fully transmitted to the remote node using RDMA write, we
call the buffer a finished buffer. The flushing thread needs to
recycle the finished buffers to reduce memory footprint. But
asynchronous I/O for RDMA does not specify which buffer
the finished RDMA operation refers to. Thus, it needs a new
way to recycle the finished buffers.

The dLSM Approach. Figure 6 illustrates dLSM’s design.
To address the first challenge, dLSM prepares multiple buffers
for the MemTable flushing thread. Asynchronous flushing in
dLSM proceeds as follows: (1) The thread directly serializes
the data into the write buffer without any data copy. (2) When
the buffer is full, the asynchronous write work request is
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Fig. 6: Efficient flushing in dLSM

submitted, and the thread continues to serialize the data into
the next buffer without blocking. (3) The write request is pro-
cessed on the RDMA Network Interface Card (NIC). Multiple
work requests can be pending in the send queue. (4) The
writer thread checks for work request completions every time
it submits a new request. If it finds that a work request has been
finished, it can reuse the old buffer. Otherwise, it allocates a
new buffer for the next serialization and flushing task.

To handle the second challenge, dLSM leverages the FIFO
feature of the RDMA work request queue. The pending flush
buffers are organized as a linked-list-style queue that reflects
the order of the issued work requests. The flushing thread
maintains pointers to the linked list’s head and tail. The head
is the buffer that is about to finish data transmission, and the
tail is the newest buffer that is still being serialized. When the
background threads fill a buffer and issue an RDMA write, the
thread may allocate a new buffer and append it to the tail of
the linked list. When an I/O finishes in the completion queue,
the linked list’s head is popped and is recycled.

D. Customized RPC for Near-data Compaction

One way to implement RPC is to use two-sided RDMA send
& receive. But this needs a centralized message dispatcher to
forward the message to the target thread. This could create
a potential bottleneck for RPC throughput with heavy traffic.
dLSM utilizes one-sided RDMA write to issue a reply message
so that the message can bypass the dispatcher. Below, we
describe the general-purpose RPC in dLSM to handle simple
operations such as queue pair establishing and remote memory
allocation and the customized RPC for near-data compaction.

1) General-purpose RPC: The RPC for the general case
proceeds as below.

1) The requester allocates an RDMA-registered buffer to
receive the reply message.

2) The address and the remote-access key (rkey) of the
buffer are attached to the RPC request (realised by
RDMA send & receive).

3) The responder processes the RPC, and returns the results
by an RDMA write to the reply buffer.

4) The requester continuously polls a boolean flag at the end
of the reply buffer. When the polling result is TRUE, the
message is guaranteed to be ready. The polling thread can
directly handle the reply message.



The reply message bypasses the dispatcher. Thus, dLSM
can achieve higher RPC throughput. If necessary, dLSM can
maintain multiple dispatchers and queue pairs.

2) Customized RPC for Near-data Compaction: The RPC
of near-data compaction is more complex than that of the
general case for the following reasons:

• Usually, near-data compaction takes longer time than the
general case. Thus, the compute node needs a sleep and
wake up mechanism through RDMA to avoid wasting the
CPU resources on the compute node.

• Also, the size of an RPC argument (e.g., metadata of
many SSTables to compact) for near-data compaction
is usually bigger than the general case that requires
specialized handling for high performance.

We introduce a customized RPC for near-data compaction.
Sleep & wake up through RDMA write with immediate.

dLSM uses RDMA write with immediate to make the RPC
dispatcher aware of the reply message and wake up the
corresponding requester thread to handle the reply message.
The requester attaches a 4-byte number as the unique ID in the
near-data compaction RPC request, and goes to sleep. When
the responder sends the reply, it sets the unique ID as the
immediate in the RDMA write reply message. The unique ID
helps the thread notifier identify which requester this reply
message belongs to so the thread notifier can awaken the
corresponding thread.

Large RPC argument through RDMA read. To support
highly concurrent RPCs, the request message in a general-
purpose RPC is usually small, e.g., 10s of bytes, to reduce
the overhead of message dispatching on the responder side.
However, for near-data compaction, the argument size is larger,
e.g., 100s to 1000s of bytes as the argument contains all
necessary metadata for SSTables compaction.
dLSM does not attach the compaction metadata in the RPC

request message. Instead, compaction metadata is serialized
into an RDMA registered buffer. Then, the address, size, and
remote key for the serialized buffer are attached to the RDMA
request message. Upon having an RDMA request, the remote
memory node gets the required compaction metadata from the
compute node via an RDMA read. Upon metadata access, RPC
workers in the thread pool can read the remote table content
locally in the memory node. After compaction finishes, the
memory node sends the metadata of the new SSTables to the
compute node using an RDMA write.

XI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Baselines

Since there is no prior LSM index over disaggregated
memory, we use the following baselines to evaluate dLSM:

Baseline #1: RocksDB-RDMA (8KB). This baseline is a
port of an existing LSM-tree to the RDMA-extended remote
memory. We choose RocksDB due to its wide adoption and its
recognition as the prototypical LSM implementation. We refer
to this baseline by “RocksDB-RDMA (8KB)”. The block size
is 8KB by default in RocksDB’s benchmark.

RocksDB relies on a file system that interacts with the
underlying storage device to perform common file operations.
To port RocksDB over RDMA, we implement an RDMA-
oriented file system to perform data reads and writes over
remote memory instead of local storage. Write-ahead logging
is disabled for fair comparison (see Sec. VIII).

Baseline #2: RocksDB-RDMA (2KB). This is similar to
Baseline #1 with one difference being a smaller block size to
better leverage byte-addressability in the remote memory. We
choose 2KB and term this baseline “RocksDB-RDMA (2KB)”.

Baseline #3: Memory-RocksDB-RDMA. This baseline
uses an even smaller block size that matches the size of
a key-value pair. The SSTable index blocks are cached on
the compute node for better performance. Prefetching is en-
abled to accelerate sequential reads during compaction. We
term this baseline “memory-optimized RocksDB-RDMA” (or
“Memory-RocksDB-RDMA”, for short).

Baseline #4: Nova-LSM [43]. This baseline is an optimized
LSM-tree for storage disaggregation (instead of memory dis-
aggregation). We use Nova-LSM’s available source code [43].
We configure the file system in Nova-LSM as tmpfs, a
memory-oriented file system in Linux that stores all the files
in main memory to avoid disk accesses. For Nova-LSM to
achieve high performance, the compute node contains multi-
ple sub-ranges that allow concurrent background compaction.
Besides that, write-ahead logging is also disabled.

Baseline #5: Disaggregated B-tree (Sherman [71]). The
last baseline is a highly optimized B-tree termed Sherman [71]
for the memory disaggregated architecture. We use Sherman’s
available source code [71].

B. Experimental Setup

Platform. We conduct the experiments mostly on a platform
consisting of two servers each having 8 NUMA nodes), but our
experiments only use one NUMA node per server to eliminate
the impact of NUMA remote memory access. Each NUMA
node has a Xeon Platinum 8168 CPU (24 cores, 2.7GHz) and
384GB of DRAM. Two servers are connected by an RDMA-
enabled Mellanox EDR Connectx-4 NIC with a bandwidth of
100Gb/s. Each node runs Ubuntu 18.04.5. For the scalability
experiments that require multiple compute and memory nodes,
we use CloudLab [36] (as in Sec. XI-C8).

Datasets. We run the standard benchmark “db bench” of
RocksDB. We insert 100 million random key-value pairs in
each system. The default key size is 20 bytes and value size
is 400 bytes. The query set is 100 million key-value pairs.

Parameter Configurations. We set the same parameters
of dLSM and other baseline solutions. The SSTable file size
is 64MB and the bloom filters’ key size is 10 bits. For in-
memory buffers, the MemTable size is 64MB. We set 12 and 4
background threads for compaction and flushing, respectively.
The number of immutable tables is 16 to fully utilize the
background flushing threads. To accelerate compaction further,
subcompaction is enabled with 12 workers. These parame-
ters are largely consistent with RocksDB’s settings. Unless
otherwise stated, dLSM is configured to have 1 shard. For
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Fig. 7: Evaluating write performance

Nova-LSM [43], the subrange is 64 to maximize concurrency
in background compaction. In Sherman [71], we follow the
default block size (1KB) in the source code. To minimize
RDMA remote accesses, we follow [71] to cache the internal
nodes of the B-tree in local memory.

C. Results

1) Evaluating Write Performance: In this experiment, we
evaluate the write performance of dLSM by comparing it with
the five baseline solutions. We use the “randomfill” benchmark
in RocksDB to generate 100 million random key-value pairs,
and insert them into the different systems.

In this benchmark, an important parameter, termed
level0 stop writes trigger, represents the maximum number
of unsorted files (i.e., SSTables) in Level 0 in LSM-tree vari-
ants. When the number of files exceeds the predefined param-
eter, the writers stall to wait for the compaction of Level 0 to
complete. Thus, the smaller the number of files, the more fre-
quent the write stall becomes. In this experiment, we evaluate
dLSM in two modes with different level0 stop writes trigger:

• Normal mode: level0 stop writes trigger is 36 that is the
default value in RocksDB.

• Bulkload mode: level0 stop writes trigger is infinity. In
this case, there is no write stall triggered.

Figure 7(a) gives the write throughput with different number
of threads under the “Normal mode”. The random write
throughput of dLSM can achieve as high as 2.6 million op-
erations per second and dLSM outperforms the other baseline
solutions significantly. Specifically, dLSM is 1.7× ∼ 3.1×
faster than RocksDB-RDMA (8KB), 1.6× ∼ 3.9× faster than
RocksDB-RDMA (2KB), 1.9× ∼ 3.5× faster than Memory-
RocksDB-RDMA, 2.5× ∼ 3.0× faster than Nova-LSM, and
1.8× ∼ 11.7× faster than Sherman [71]. The performance
advantage of dLSM demonstrates the effectiveness of dLSM’s
optimizations including reducing software overhead, near-data
compaction, optimized RDMA communications, and byte-
addressable index design. Observe that Sherman [71] only
caches internal B-tree nodes in local memory and stores
leaf nodes in remote memory. Thus, in Sherman every write
operation needs to invoke an RDMA read operation to fetch
the leaf page to local memory, modifies it, and writes back
to the remote memory. This creates considerable performance

overhead. dLSM improves write performance by buffering
writes to local memory (MemTables) first and converts random
writes to large sequential writes. We observe a bottleneck for
LSM-based competitors when the number of threads increases.
The reason is that background compaction at Level 0 cannot
catch up with SSTable flushing from the compute node,
making the front-end writers stall.

Figure 7(b) gives the write throughput for the “Bulkload
mode” when varying the number of threads. In this mode, there
are no write stalls resulting from background compaction. Ev-
ery writer completes its task as soon as it inserts the key-value
pair into the MemTable. Therefore, the system performance
purely represents the in-memory write performance without
write stalls. dLSM outperforms all competitor baselines and
demonstrates the effectiveness of minimizing software over-
head (as in Sec. IV). Specifically, dLSM is up to 4.6× faster
than RocksDB-RDMA (8KB), 4.0× faster than RocksDB-
RDMA (2KB), 3.5× faster than Memory-RocksDB-RDMA,
and 3.8× faster than Nova-LSM. Note that Sherman [71] is
not applicable to this mode.

2) Evaluating Read Performance: We evaluate the ran-
dom read performance of dLSM against the baseline solu-
tions. We run the “randomread” benchmark in RocksDB. We
run 100 million random key-value queries and report the
throughput. The generated keys have the same range as the
keys in the “randomfill” benchmark. To remove the impact
of overlapped SSTables, the benchmark starts after all the
background compaction tasks finish. Figure 8 gives the results
for various numbers of threads. dLSM outperforms all other
LSM-tree solutions. The reason is that dLSM is optimized
for byte-addressable remote memory (See Sec. VI). Memory-
RocksDB-RDMA and RocksDB-RDMA (2KB) are faster than
RocksDB-RDMA (8KB) due to the smaller block size that
can reduce the amount of unnecessary data accessed. dLSM
has higher read performance than Memory-RocksDB because
it does not need to go through the block wrapper. Nova-LSM
is slower due to the long read path and memory copy when
fetching a key-value from the remote node’s tmpfs.

When compared with Sherman [71], dLSM has slightly
worse read performance (up to 12.5% when the number of
threads is 16). This is expected, because Sherman is a B+-
tree that only involves one RDMA access for every read by
caching all the internal nodes in the local memory. In contrast
dLSM, being LSM-based, may issue more than one RDMA
operations depending on the levels of the LSM-tree, although
it uses bloom filters to skip some RDMA accesses. However,
dLSM achieves 1.8× ∼ 11.7× faster writes than Sherman [71]
(Figure 7a), which shows a good tradeoff.

3) Evaluating Varied Data Sizes: In this experiment, we
evaluate the performance of dLSM under various data sizes.
We run “randomfill” and then “randomread” with increased
number of key-value pairs and report the throughput. The
inserted key range is also increased with the number of
loaded key-value pairs. Figure 9 gives the performance results.
There is decrease in performance for all the competitors when
increasing data size. For LSM-based indexes, a larger data size
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Fig. 8: Evaluating read performance

increases the compaction workload, resulting in slow write
performance. A similar trend has been observed in existing
LSM-tree studies [17]. Besides that, read latency for LSM-
trees increases because the data fills up more levels, resulting
in more RDMA reads. Note that increasing the data within
one memory node is not the ideal way to accommodate a
large data set. A better way is to increase the data over
multiple memory nodes (see Section XI-C8). For Sherman,
the performance decreases mainly due to the higher CPU
cache misses and the bigger memory footprint. Observe that
space usage in the remote memory is different across the
competitors. With 100 million key-value pairs, RocksDB-
RDMA (8KB) takes 39GB, RocksDB-RDMA (2KB) takes
44GB, Memory-RocksDB-RDMA takes 52GB, dLSM takes
59GB, and Sherman takes 68GB.

4) Evaluating Mixed Performance: We evaluate the perfor-
mance of dLSM against the baselines on the mixed workloads
with reads and writes by using the “randomreadrandomwrite”
benchmark in RocksDB. This benchmark has the same number
of keys and the same key range as in the previous experiments.
Recall that in Sec. VII, dLSM can have different number of
shards. We use dLSM-λ to indicate that dLSM uses λ shards.

Figure 10 gives the results for various read/write ratios.
dLSM outperforms all LSM-tree variants in all cases although
it loses to Sherman slightly when the read ratio is 95% and
100%, which is expected since dLSM is write-optimized. It
also shows that sharding improves the performance on the
mixed workloads. For example, when the read ratio is 50%,
dLSM-8 is 1.7× faster than dLSM-1 because there is more
parallelism for Level 0 compaction and readers only need to
search a smaller number of SSTables in Level 0.

5) Evaluating Range Query Performance: In this exper-
iment, we evaluate dLSM’s performance during table scan
by running “readseq” in RocksDB. The benchmark creates
an iterator iterating through the whole database. All LSM
systems enable table prefetching to improve performance by
sequential I/O.Sherman [71] uses the cached internal nodes to
accelerate the sequential read for table scan. We omit the result
of Nova-LSM in this experiment due to a bug on the range
index for Nova-LSM. The results in Figure 11 demonstrate
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that dLSM outperforms RocksDB-RDMA (8KB) by 1.3×,
RocksDB-RDMA (2KB) by 1.5×, Memory-RocksDB-RDMA
by 2.5× and Sherman by 1.8×. Compared to LSM-tree
competitors, the huge performance advantage of dLSM comes
from the removal of block unwrapping. Another reason is that
the iterators in RocksDB baselines is still block-based that
needs to access the SSTable index frequently, while dLSM can
directly parse the key-value pairs from the prefetched buffer.
Compared with Sherman [71], the performance advantage of
dLSM comes from the larger chunk (several MBs) prefetching
with one RDMA round trip, while Sherman fetches data in
blocks (1KB). The reason RocksDB-RDMA (8K) is faster than
RocksDB-RDMA (2K) and Memory-RocksDB-RDMA is that
RocksDB-RDMA (8KB) unwraps the block less frequently
due to the larger block size.

6) Evaluating Compaction: In this experiment, we study
the impact of near-data compaction and its CPU utilizations
in dLSM. We run the “randomfill” benchmark under normal
mode with different remote CPU utilization and remote CPU
cores. We also test the performance under different pressures
of front-end insertion. We compare the results of performing
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compaction in the compute node vs. memory node to demon-
strate the effect of near-data compaction (Sec. V). Figure 12
presents the results. The percentage over the bar represents
the CPU utilization over all cores during the benchmark.
From left to right, the figure shows the impact of near-
data compaction with different remote computing power. The
last group of the bars represents the system performance
without near-data compaction. When there is little computing
power, CPU utilization is very high and the performance is
bounded by the background compaction. As we add more
remote computing power, performance enhances, but there is
an upper limit (for 12 cores). The reason is that Level 0’s
compactions are overlapped so they have to be done together.
When there is a small number of front-end writers, e.g., 1
front-end writer, near-data compaction does not help much
because performance is bounded by the front-end insertions.
With sufficient front-end writes, near-data compaction can
boost dLSM’s performance by 60%.

7) Evaluating Byte-addressable SSTable: In this experi-
ment, we study the impact of byte-addressable SSTables for
read and write. We enable and disable the byte-addressable
index design of Sec. VI, termed dLSM and dLSM-Block,
respectively. dLSM-Block uses 8KB as the block size for SSTa-
bles. We run the “randomfill” and “randomread” benchmarks
to test the performance of random writes and reads. From
Figure 13, dLSM is faster than dLSM-Block for both writes
and reads, especially for reads (up to 60% improvement).
The reason is that byte-addressability can directly fetch a
single key-value pair without accessing a whole block. Write
performance improves due to eliminating unnecessary data
copy once the notion of “block” is removed.

8) Evaluating Multi-node Design: In this experiment, we
evaluate the multi-node design of dLSM to support multiple
compute nodes and multiple memory nodes as described
in Sec. IX. We use CloudLab3 [36] that provides multiple
nodes. We choose the instance type of c6220, where each
node contains two Xeon E5-2650v2 processors (8 cores each,
2.6GHz) and 64GB memory. The nodes are connected by
an RDMA-enabled Mellanox FDR Connectx-3 NIC with a
bandwidth of 56Gb/s. Each node runs Ubuntu 18.04.1.

3https://www.cloudlab.us/
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We show three experiments: scale out memory nodes only;
scale out compute nodes only; scale out both compute and
memory nodes. We run the benchmarks “randomfill” and
“randomread” under normal mode, with minor modifications
to support the multi-node setup. All the other LSM-tree
parameters are set the same as in the previous experiments.

In the first experiment, we fix the number of compute nodes
to 1 and scale out memory resources as well as the data volume
from 1 node (50 million key-value pairs) to 16 nodes (800 mil-
lion key-value pairs). This experiment shows a different way
to increase the data size compared to Section XI-C3, in which
data is increased within a single server. From Figure 14(a),
increasing the data size over multiple memory nodes leads to
performance degradation for both reads and writes. The reason
is the same as the reason when increasing the data size within a
single server (Section XI-C3). In Figure 14(a), we add a black
dotted line to represent the result of holding the same amount
of data within a single server. Notice that increasing the data
size over multiple memory servers has better scalability than
that in a single server, especially for the writes. The reason
is that the remote computing power increases as we add the
memory nodes, which accelerates the compaction.

In the second experiment, we fix the number of memory
nodes to 1 and scale out the compute resources from 1
to 8 nodes. We set the data size to 50 million key-value
pairs. From Figure 14(b), writing has better scalability than
reading. The reason is that the sequential I/Os for writes can
utilize more RDMA bandwidth than random I/Os for reads.
Besides that, we find that scaling up the computing node will
increase the space consumption in the memory node, making
the experiment out of memory at 8 nodes.

Finally, we vary the number of compute and memory nodes
together from 1 to 8 and the data size has been increased
from 50 Million to 400 Million. We use xCyM to indicate
x compute nodes and y memory nodes in the system and
set λ to 8. Sherman and NovaLSM are also tested in this
setup. Figure 15 gives the results, indicating that dLSM scales
well for multiple nodes and dLSM achieves better performance
compared to the other competitors.

XII. RELATED WORK

Resource Disaggregation. Resource disaggregation offers
great benefits in data centers for cost efficiency, resource uti-
lization, and elasticity. Achieving good performance in disag-

https://www.cloudlab.us/
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gregated architectures requires redesign of many aspects, e.g.,
operating systems [65], hardware [52], and networking [39],
[41]. dLSM focuses on the data indexing aspect. Besides that,
industrial efforts, e.g., IBM Cloud [1], Intel RSD [5], and HP
”The Machine” [46], have realized resource disaggregation in
production hardware and systems.

Databases for Disaggregated Architectures. Database
systems require significant rethinking to leverage disaggre-
gated architectures. Cloud-native databases (OLTP and OLAP)
are re-designed to follow this trend, e.g., Aurora [68], Po-
larDB [26], Socrates [14], Taurus [29], Snowflake [28], and
FlexPushdownDB [77] are built on top of a distributed shared
storage pool. The innovation is in separating storage from
compute to support independent scaling (of compute and
storage) and elasticity. Many optimizations are adopted, e.g.,
caching, offloading, and shipping logs. These works still
couple compute with memory in the same server, while dLSM
focuses on memory disaggregation.

Recently, works that optimize databases for memory dis-
aggregation, e.g., Zhang et al., [81], [82] study the impact
of memory disaggregation on OLAP databases (both disk-
based and memory-based) [81], [82] and report significant
performance degradation that motivates further optimization
as shown in [83]. Farview [48] is an analytical database
system optimized for memory disaggregation using FPGA. It
separates query processing from buffering, and uses near-data
computing to offload operations, e.g., selection and aggrega-
tion, to reduce data transfer. dLSM offloads compaction of
the LSM-tree. PolarDB is a customized cloud-native database
that disaggregates memory [27], [84] with index prefetching,
optimistic locking, and optimized recovery. Zuo et al. [86]

develop a hash index for disaggregated memory but it cannot
support range queries as in dLSM. Sherman [71] is a highly
optimized B-tree index structure for the disaggregated memory
architecture. dLSM focuses on LSM indexes with disaggre-
gated memory and has not been studied in [27], [48], [71],
[81], [82], [84]. Experiments show that dLSM achieves much
faster write performance over Sherman [71] while offering
comparable read performance (Figure 7 and Figure 8).

RDMA-optimized Databases. Many works optimize
databases for RDMA networking, e.g., see [18], [23] for an
overview. Proposals include using RDMA to extend mem-
ory [50] and remote cache [80] to improve query process-
ing [19], [64], B-tree [85], hashing [57], transactions [78], and
enhancing availability [79]. In contrast, dLSM targets LSM-
tree indexing for RDMA-enabled remote memory.

Distributed Shared Memory. Proposals exist for building
distributed shared memory from multiple servers connected by
RDMA [12], [24], [35], [37], [49], [58], [61], [67]. The main
idea is to implement a shared memory pool that can elastically
provide any amount of memory resources as needed. dLSM’s
memory node can be replaced by a shared memory pool to
mimic a near-infinite memory resource.

LSM-tree for Non-volatile Memory. In a disaggregated
memory architecture, local and remote memories form a
hierarchy similar to that of local and non-volatile memories,
e.g., Intel 3D Xpoint. Recent research optimizes the LSM-
tree (or key-value stores, in general) for non-volatile memory,
e.g., [15], [20], [53], [54], [73], [76]. However, there are at
least two main differences in dLSM: (1) The remote memory
node in dLSM supports offloading (i.e., near-data compaction)
while non-volatile memory does not provide offloading. Even
if there are Smart SSDs [33], [44], [70], they can perform
very limited offloading. (2) dLSM has RDMA-specific opti-
mizations that those works do not have.

XIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate realizing an LSM-based index
over disaggregated memory. dLSM utilizes several optimiza-
tions to best leverage the communication layer’s features,
e.g., the byte-addressable low-latency of RDMA-based re-
mote memory. The main ideas include reducing software
overhead, near-data compaction, byte-addressability, and ef-
ficient RDMA communication. Experiments show that dLSM
achieves higher performance than porting existing LSM-trees
or running the optimized B-tree to the disaggregated memory
architecture. As can be seen from this study and the opti-
mizations introduced, ultra-fast communication technologies
play an important role in the performance and optimization of
indexes over disaggregated memory. It is important to abstract
communication properties further, and study their effects on
index realization over disaggregated memory.
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